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easyCBM Through the Years

• 1980’s: Introduction of CBM, University of MN
• 1990’s: Teacher Consultation Program, UO
• 2003 +/- : 4j Reading Kit (Eugene 4j SD)
• 2004 +/- : Bethel Math (Bethel SD)
• BRT (Denise) created, printed, and scanned 35,000 scan sheets fall, winter, and spring
  – Reading and Math
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• 2006: OSEP Funded Model Demonstration
  – Early Literacy, K-4
  – January = funding came through
  – April = K-4 tests developed
    • LN, LS, Seg, WRF, PRF, MCRC (Grades 3 & 4 only)
  – May – June = all K-4 test forms piloted
    • LN, LS, Seg, WRF, PRF, MCRC (Grades 3 & 4 only)
  – September: new website launched
    • Eugene 4j, Bethel, Springfield were only districts
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• 2007
  – Added MCRC Grades 2 & 5
  – Began developing MCRC Grades 6-8
  – Added PRF, Grades 6-8

• 2008
  – Added Math, K-8 (applications and computations)
  – Expanded to 10 districts
    • 3 in Washington, 7 in Oregon
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• 2009
  – Began development of math based on NCTM Focal Point Standards
  – Refined development of District version
  – Added initial MCRC measures 6-8
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• 2010
  – Riverside began distribution
  – Released NCTM-based math items, Gr. K-8
  – Began development of easier-access reading comprehension and vocabulary measures
  – Expanded number of MCRC measures
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• 2011
  – Alignment Studies
  – Piloted vocabulary and easier-access comprehension items.
  – Worked on graphs / displays and grouping features on the site.
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• 2012
  – Alignment Studies
  – Piloted CCSS Math items, developed additional items to enhance technical adequacy,
  – Studies of system use (interventions, selection of measures, etc.)
  – Studies of technical adequacy
    • Reliability / Validity
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• 2013
  – Added CCSS Math tests
  – Added Spanish Literacy Measures, K-2
  – Added Spanish translations of all math items, K-8
  – Continued refinement of graphs / displays
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• 2014
  – Added Intervention template interface
  – Began work on developing specs for easyCBM 2.0

• 2015
  – Work with select users to focus development and test easyCBM 2.0 features; planned release (internal) 15-18 months from now